INTRODUCTION
Using fiber cross-sections technique can provide acceptable unbiased values of fiber's perimeter, area of cross-section and degree of wall thickening. Image Analysis is a very efficient and accurate technique to examine a large number of very carefully prepared fiber cross sections. It is a very good tool for research but it is too slow to be of practical use when dealing with large number of samples in commercial purposes, and/or cotton breeding programs, besides the difficulties in preparing fiber cross-sections.
For many purposes, it is necessary to consider only two definitions of fiber fineness: 1) Gravimetric fineness, which is a measure for both fineness and maturity. 2) Biological fineness (Intrinsic fineness), which is expressed by the perimeter of cross-section of the fiber and/or the diameter of the crosssection of the fiber if that section was considered to be circular.
Gravimetric fineness can be related to biological fineness, if the wall thickness or maturity of the fibers is known Ramey (1982) . Biological fineness could be measured for the fibers obtained from green bolls just before opening (have a circular cross section) also could be measured using cross-section and image analysis technique. On the other hand the average widths of the fiber, taken at the widest and narrowest points of a convolution near the center of the fiber, could be averaged to obtain an estimate of the fiber ribbon width (diameter). Moreover, the diameter of the swollen fiber treated by 18% sodium hydroxide can also provide an estimate of fiber diameter.
Both of cross-section technique and measuring the diameter of unclasped fiber, taken from the green boll before opening are accurate methods for measuring fiber biological fineness parameters but they are suitable for research, being used as reference methods for evaluating the accuracy, reliability and repeatability of the values and estimates obtained from other methods.
During the second stage of cotton fiber growth and development, the successive layers of the secondary wall fill the space inside the primary wall, the proportion filled by the secondary wall layers depends upon the diameter of the fiber and growth conditions as well. Lord also stated that degree of thickening = 0.577 x MR. On the other hand, Thibodeaux and Price (1989) used image analyzer programmed automatically to measure cross-section data, the outer perimeter (P) of the fiber as well as its cell wall area (A). Results of (P) and (A) are then used to derive the circularity or degree of thickening (θ) of the fiber's secondary wall. This is performed according the following Thibodeaux and Price (1989) equation 2 P A x 3.14 x 4 θ  where A = Cell wall area Degree of thickening is defined as the ratio of cell wall area to the area of a circle having the same fiber perimeter. This ratio could be written in the following proposed equation Several methods have been used to measure fineness and maturity of cotton fibers, but the most popular ones are the airflow methods, due to the testing speed and the acceptable and acknowledged accuracy level of their measurements. A double compression fineness and maturity tester (Micromat) which uses air flow principals has been developed to be used routinely to assess cotton fiber's Gravimetric fineness in m/tex and maturity ratio. Both of them can be estimated independently from the two pressure drop readings. These two readings are subjected to specific equations, which permit the estimation of maturity and fineness parameters. Applying the Micromat data to the proposed equations with some modifications in their format and components can enable to obtain estimate values of fiber biological fineness which is very important to cotton breeder and spinner.
Therefore the main objective of this study is 1) To use hair weight (HW) in m/tex Gravimetric fineness, and maturity ratio (MR) obtained from micromat data to estimate biological fineness expressed in diameter and/or perimeter of circular cross section of cotton fiber. 2) To use correlation and regression analysis to compare and evaluate the validity and accuracy of the two values of biological fineness (diameter and outer perimeter). 3) To compare the three values of fiber fineness parameters; diameter, outer perimeter in microns, and standard fineness in m/tex in relation to fiber bundle strength (g/tex) and yarn strength. Aiming to carry out fiber and yarn tests, a sum of 81, lint cotton samples were taken from the different locations through each of the three growing seasons.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials of this study included fifteen
Lint cotton samples were tested using Micromat instrument to determine micronair value, hair weight (m/tex), maturity ratio and maturity percent (%) as well as using the Stelometer to determine flat bundle strength (g/tex) and elongation (%), besides producing 60s carded yarns from each of the different samples. To be tested for skein strength using Good Brand Tester.
The spinning procedures were carried out in the experimental spinning mill of cotton Res. In- 
Statistical analysis
Simple correlation and stepwise regression analysis were employed to study the relationships between the three fineness estimates and their power to predict fiber bundle strength and yarn strength.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A-Correlation coefficients
The diameter, minus lumen obtained from the suggested equation and the outer perimeter of cotton fibers obtained from Thibodeaux equation showed very high and strong relationship. A perfect linear positive correlations close to 1.00, was observed. The obtained correlation coefficients were 0.99997, 1.000 and 1.0000 through the seasons 2000, 2001 and 2002 respectively, Table (1).
The perfect positive correlation coefficients through the three seasons mean that the proposed equation has the same accuracy of Thibodeaux equation, while the repeatability of complete correlation at 1.0 through the three seasons ensures the relationship between the two variables which are expected due to the mathematical relationship between the diameter and perimeter of the circle which equal 3.14. The previous regression coefficients for fiber diameter minus lumen (microns) to the expected outer perimeter (microns) are in accordance and agreement with the mathematical relationship diameter and perimeter being 7/22 or 0.31818. These results are generally satisfying, since positive correlations among the three calculated biological fineness parameters mean that fiber diameter minus lumen will tend to increase as the fiber outer perimeter increases, and as the fiber standard fineness increases and vise versa.
This would be of great benefits to the efforts that aim to improving cotton fiber quality during cotton breeding programs, since it would provide acceptable and reliable estimates of fiber diameter, perimeter and standard fineness, which are known to be heritable Hequet (1988).
Predictive power of the three fiber fineness measurements
The current study extended to study the predictive power of the calculated fiber diameter (minus lumen) in microns, obtained from the suggested equation, cotton fiber outer perimeter in microns calculated from Thib. equation and standard fineness (m/tex) in predicting fiber bundle strength (g/tex), and yarn strength Table ( 3) as one of the main objectives of textile manufacturing.
Data in Table ( 3) show highly significant negative correlations between fiber fineness and each of fiber bundle strength (g/tex) and yarn strength. The recorded correlation coefficients of fiber perimeter and diameter were nearly the same for both of fiber and yarn strength being -0.8822, -0.7458 and -0.846 for the three seasons respectively, however standard fineness showed slightly different correlation coefficients being -0.9051, -0.6919 and -0.7912 for the three seasons respectively. On the other hand the negative relationship of fiber fineness with fiber and yarn strength indicates that fiber and yarn strength tend to be increased as fiber diameter, perimeter and standard fineness (Hs) decreased. This behavior could be attributed to the factors affecting both bundle and yarn strength, individual fiber strength, individual fiber elongation, the number of fiber in the bundle or in the cross-section, besides the factors concerning yarn structure as yarn count, twist function and cohesion forces…etc. Results of the current study suggested that more attention should be focused on measuring and measurements of the three values of biological fineness, diameter (D) and perimeter (P) of circle (microns) and standard fineness (Hs) m/tex, which can be derived from the data obtained from Micromat.
